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Abstract: A new lithium receptor based on the combination of the [11] macrocyclic core and two
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Due to the role played by lithium in science, medicine and technology,l the design of Li-selective

completing agent is still an active area of research. The complexation of lithium by a variety of synthetic receptor

molecules has been investigated.2 Among many structural features screened, cryptandss and spherandsq

appeared to be the most appropriate and selective receptors for lithium. Based on structural aspects of

boromycins and aplasmomycin6, natural antibiotics bearing a spiroborate group, and of cryptands, we have

designed a new family of artificial receptors for alkaline metal cations.7-10The early design of boroeryptrmd was

based on the double functionalisation, at both nitrogen centres, of the [221macroeyclic core by two catechol

units7 leading thus to the receptor molecule 1. The simultaneous binding of boron and alkaline metalg.gas well as

❑T
OH H arnrnoniumlo cations leading to metrtlloborocryptates has been demonstrated both in

solution and in the solid state. As a consequence of the size of its cavity, the binding
~“>”~ ability of the borocryptand (l-B)-, generated by treatment of 1 with boric acid, was

<%/ extremely high for K+ and rather low for Li+ cations. In order to obtain the reverse
1 selectivity sequence the ligand 2 was designed. In the present contribution we report

the synthesis of compound 2 and of its Li+-boroeryptate as well as a solid state structural analysis of the latter.

The design of 2 as a precursor of a seleetive lithium receptor is based on the shrinking of the size of the

cavity of the boroeryptand. This maybe achieved, while maintaining the catechol moieties as the boron binding

sites, by the use of the [1,1] macrocycle 4 in stead of the [221macrocycle as in the case of the 1. Although

inducinz some flexibility. in order to maintain the binding abilitv of the nitrogen atoms, the linkage between the

&&
Ligand Borocryptand Metallo borewptate

--
catechols and the macrocyclic core was achieved by

methylene groups. Due to the presence of the same

potential coordinating sites (N204), the anionic

borocryptrtnd (2-B)- maybe regarded as an rmalogue of

the neutral [211]cryptartd.l I Compounds in which two

Ivcolsuacers have been also rermrted.lzcatechol units were interconnected by polyethylene ~., .=. .
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The synthesis of compound 2 was achieved by condensing the commercially available [1,1] macrocycle 4

with the benzyl protected bromomethyl catechol 8 followed by the deprotection of the catechol moieties.

p$.-F~,$F:?Y;f$-
6X=&; Y =CHO
7X=Pm; Y=CH &l 2X4+
8X=Bn; Y=CH *Br 3x=Blr

(2-B)” (2-B, Li)

I

Treatment of 5 with benzyl bromide in EtOH in the presence of K2C03 afforded the protected aldehyde 6 in

quantitative yield.ls The latter was first reduced to the benzyl alcohol 7 by treatment with LiAII-14in THF14 in

80 % yield and then converted in 98 % yield into the bromomethyl 8 by treatment with PBr3 in THF.14 The

condensation of 8 with 4 in the presence of Et3N in toluene afforded, after chromatography (A1203,

CH2Cl#MeOH : 98/2), the protected compound 3 as a colorless liquid in almost quantitative yield. The final

product 2 was obtained by catalytic hydrogenation (Pd/C/EtOAc) of 3 in 92 % yield. The latter, probably due to

the strong basic nature of its macrocyclic core promoting an intramolecular proton transfer from the catechol

moieties to the tertiary amino groups and thus generating the catecholate ammonium zwitterion, was found to be

extremely sensitive to oxidation and should be stored in the absence of oxygen.

Compound 2 may also be regarded as a binucleating ligand capable of binding two different cations. The

binding by 2 of boron should lead to the negatively charged borocryptand (2,B)-, a complex of the Boeseken

ME 15found in boromycin5 and in aplasmomycin6. This complex possessing a preorganised and suitable cavity
should bind in its turn Li+ cation affording thus the neutral lithium borocryptate (2-B, Li). The binding ability of

receptor 2 towards boron and lithium was indeed demonstrated by treating under argon the free ligand 2 with 1

eq of LiOH and 1eq of B(OH)3 in H20/EtOH mixture at room temperature affording the (2-B, Li) complex as a

precipitate which was filtered and recrystallised from CH2C12/iPr-ether mixture. The (2-B, Li) complex was

perfectly stable towards oxidation and could be stored in the presence of oxygen. However, during the

remration of the latter. it was observed that if oxygen was not completely removed, the reaction afforded a pink

‘%@
Figure 1 : schematic representationof
both R and S errantiomers obtained
upon complexation nf boron in a
tetrahedral coordination geometry by
the Iigand2.

precipitate resulting from the oxidation of the catechol moieties prior

to the binding of boron. In the solid state, the inclusive nature of the

(2-B, Li) borocryptate was demonstrated by an X-ray study of the

crystals obtained from a CH2C12/iPr-ether mixture.lb As expected

because of the tetrahedral coordination around boron, both R and S

isomers are present in the unit cell (Fig. 1). The presence of

enantiomers in solution has been previously demonstrated in the case

of metalloborocryptates based on 1 by enantiomeric differentiation

using NMR studies in chid liquid crystalline phase.lv

The X-ray analysis of the racemate revealed the following features (Fig. 2): i) Li+ is located within the

cavity formed by the negatively charged (2-B)- borocryptand; ii) the coordination geometry around boron is

tetrahedral with an average O-B-O angles of 109.5° with an average B-O distance of ca 1.48 ~; iii) both lone

pairs of the two nitrogen atoms are oriented towards the interior of the cavity (in, in conformation) with an

average N-Li+ distance and a N-K+-N angle of ca 2.39 ~ and 133.4° respectively. iv) among the six oxygen

atoms present in 2, only four of them composed of the two ether junctions and two borate oxygen atoms are

localised within a bonding distance of Li+ (average B-O distance of ca 2.11 ~); v) in the (2-B, Li) complex, Li+
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is surrounded by four oxygen and two nitrogen atoms and the coordination polyhedron around Li+ is irregular.

Hexacoordination and distorted coordination sphere are not unusurd for lithiumlg; vi) in comparison with the

([211], Li+, Br-) cryptatelg, for which average Li+-O and Li+-N distances of ca 2.13 ~ and 2.29 ~ respectively

are obtained, in the case of (2-B, Li) complex, whereas the average Li+-O distance of ca 2.11 ~ is about the

same, the average Li+-N distance of ca 2.39 A is significantly shorter.
I

Fimrre 2 : Solide state structureof (2-B.Li) comrdex(stereoviewof an arbitarvisomer).Forthesakeof clarity, hydrogen

@c e N.0 @BCJLi

,, . . .
atoms are not presented.Selected bonddistancesand angles : averageB-O distance= 1.48~, averageLi-N distance= 2.39
~, averageLi-O distance= 2.11 ~, averageOBOangle 109.48°.

In solution, the binding ability of 2 towards boron and lithium cations was studied by IH- and 13C-,7’Li
ad 1IB-NMR spW~~copy in CD@2. Wherein for the pment ligmd 2 in the 2-4..5 ppm region two triplets at

i2 and at 3.68 ppm for CH2N and CH20 respectively and one si

NCH2Ph NCH2Ph

>CH2 11 II

!l-
Oc

2

1 I 1

4.0 3.5 3.0 2.5 ppm

Figure 3 : selected region (2-4.5ppm) of the IH-NMR (500 MHz,
CD2C12, 25 ‘C) spectrum of (2-B, Li) complex. The signal
assignment was baaedon two-dimensionalNMRexperiments.

;Iet at 4.18 ppm for the benzylic CH2N

protons were observed, for the Li-

complex, dramatic changes occurred. In

particular, the benzylic CH2N protons

gave rise to an AB quartet (Fig. 3). The

presence of boron was established by

1lB-NMR (160 MHz, CD2C1Z,25 ‘C)

which revealed the presence of a sigmd

at 16.21 ppm, whereas the presence of

lithium was demonstrated by 7Li-NMR

(194 MHz, CD2C12, 25 “C) which

showed a unique signal at -1.31 ppm.

Since the proton chemical shift vrdues

for the (2-B, M) complexes were

strongly dependent on the nature of the

cation, binding of Na+ was studied in

DMSO by competition experiments which revealed that the binding affinity of (2-B)- was at least an order of

magnitude higher for Li+ than for Na+.

In summary, high yield syntheses of 2 based on the [11] macrocyclic backbone bearing two catechol units

was achieved. The binding ability of 2 towards both boron and lithium cations was established in solution by

NMR spectroscopy and in the solid state by an X-ray study demonstrating the inclusive nature of the complex.
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The use of the (2-B)- cryptand as lithium carrier is under current investigation. The enantiomeric differentiation

by NMR of the (2-B, Li+) complex in chiral liquid crystalline phase is under study.
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